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Solid maple construction, hidden flip up castors, height adjustable 
tables, all create a resilient learning environment.  As your education 
community changes, your Community Playthings classroom changes 
with it to serve generations of students for a legacy of learning.

Help Yourself Art 

Trolley Page 65

Woodcrest 

Chairs Page 18

To see a detailed floor plan of this 

space with all components, visit: 

www.louisekool.com/pages/projects



Classroom

Community Playthings

Classroom Tables 

Page 16-17

Drying Rack 

Page 65

Roomscapes

Unit Blocks 

Page 54

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Roomscapes
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All Outlast outdoor classroom furnishings 
and blocks are:

• Carefully constructed with smooth 
surfaces for writing and drawing.

• Rain, shine, freeze, or thaw, Outlast is 
designed to never split, warp, or rot.

• Lifetime warrantied. Made of toxin free 
acetylated wood. The only manufacturing 
biproducts are vinegar and water.

Mandated outdoor learning? Outlast blocks and 

classroom furnishings enable STEM, creative arts, 

and even literacy learning outdoors.

Outlast Classic Set

077-W335 $8,699.00
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With interlocking knobs and proportional design, 

Outlast blocks, planks and ramps build structures 
sturdy enough for climbing. 

Students engage in design thinking and cooperative 
learning, while engaging gross motor muscles.

Built for a lifetime of STEM creativity:

1. Edges with no exposed end grain to split or splinter.

2. UV resistant rubber corners and stainless steel 
hardware.

3. Weatherproof no matter what your climate.

Outlast Junior Set

077-W310 $5,499.00

Set Includes
Outlast 

Classic

Outlast 

Junior

Outlast 

Starter

Cubes 8 8 4

Short Blocks 8 8 4

Medium Blocks 10 8 4

Long Blocks 4 – –

Planks 14cm (5½”) 8 8 4

Planks 28cm (11”) 4 4 2

Planks 42cm (16½”) 2 2 1

Planks 56cm (22”) 8 8 4

Planks 112cm (44”) 6 – –

Steering Wheels 4 4 2

Ramps 11” 2 2 1

Ramps 22” 4 2 1

Total Pieces 68 54 27

077-W335 077-W310 077-W305

$8,699.00 $5,499.00 $2,799.00

1 2 3

Build your Outlast Block  collection over time.All 

blocks can also be purchased individually.Outlast Starter Set

077-W305 $2,799.00
FIND more on Louisekool.com

Outlast Blocks
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Outlast Shed in Barrie, Ontario 

Discovery Childcare Centre

Use the the shed for storing 
seasonal items

Outlast Outdoor Shed

•	 Waterproof:	Wooden	shingle	roof	keeps	
everything	inside	dry.

•	 Child-friendly:	Pinch-point-free	hinge	and	no	
sharp	corners.

•	 Convenient	Shelf	keeps	basic	
supplies	close	at	hand.

•	 Clips	keep	doors	from	
swinging	during	play.

•	 Latch	complies	with	toy	chest	
standards	and	locks	with	a	long	
padlock.

•	 Spacers	between	floor	slats	allow	sand	to	drop	
out	and	provide	ventilation.	Hose	it	out	and	the	
water	drains.

•	 Wide	footprint	for	stability.

•	 Ships	fully	assembled.

Measures	152H	x	152W	x	103L	cm	(62	x	60	x	40½")

Outlast Shed Big Set

Includes	Shed,	Wheelbarrow,	3	Crates	and	Classic	Block	Set.

077-W400	 	 	 	$22,199.00

Outlast Shed and Storage Set

Includes	Shed,	Wheelbarrow	and	3	Crates.

077-W302	 Shed	and	Storage	Set	 	 $13,499.00
077-W301	 Shed	Only	62"H	 	 $10,999.00

Outlast Shed 44"H

150L	x	81W	x	112H	cm	(59	x	32	x	44")

077-W306	 	$8,199.00

Outlast
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Outlast Crates

28H x 56W x 42D cm (11 x 22 x 16½").
077-W324	 Set	of	3	 	$1,429.00
077-W323	 Single	 	$489.99	

Outlast Bench

077-W331	 43H	x	124W	x	43L	cm	(17	x	49	x	17”)	 	$1,499.00	
077-W340	 With	2	Crates 	 	$2,349.00	

Outlast Sandbox Storage Shelves

077-W410	 4	Crates	84H	x	57D	x	94L	cm	(33	x	22½	x37”	)							$4,339.00	
077-W415	 6	crates	84H	x	57D	x	137L	cm	(33	x	22½	x	54”) 				$5,799.00	

Smooth surfaces perfect for writing and drawing.

Store, build, create and learn with multi-purpose Outlast Sandbox Storage Crates, Benches and Shelves. 

They're	ideal	for	any	K-2	outdoor	classroom.	With	rubberized	corners,	acetylated	wood	and	reinforced	construction,	
Outlast	is	warrantied	for	a	lifetime	of	service	--	rot,	warp	and	splinter	free.

Encourages children to sort, organize, and investigate.
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Outlast Arbor and Canopy by Community Playthings

An easy to add shady haven for any outdoor learning area. Arbor 112H 
x 61D x 113L cm (44 x 24 x 44½”). Canopy 3.66m x 2.44m (12 x 8’).

077-W460 Outlast Arbor   $4,049.00 
077-W462 Canopy   $314.99 

Play Table and Seat Sets - Kindergarten

Table 51H x 76cm square (20 x 30"). Set includes table and 2 seats 
53W x 30L x 31H cm (21 x 12 x 12").

077-W345  Set    $2,699.00 
077-W364  Seat only   $449.99

Outlast surfaces lifetime warrantied against splintering and are 

smooth enough for writing or drawing.

Outlast Tables and Benches - tight smooth tops, 

curved legs, rubberized edges, acetylated wood, 
deliver decades of learning outdoors under any 
conditions. Available in 3 leg height options. Lifetime 
warranty. 

Project Table and Benches Sets - Kindergarten

Table 152W x 76L x 51H cm (60 x 30 x 20"). Set includes table and 2 
benches 119W x 30L x 31H cm (47 x 12 x 12").

077-W355  Set   $3,699.00 
077-W374  Bench only   $639.99

Tables can 
be purchased 

separately (077-
W352 and 077-

W342).
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Outlast Cascade

Includes a Single Water Table 46H cm 
(18”), Stream bed, Flow Pan, and lid 
(crate sold separately). 183W x 81L cm 
(72 x 32”). Shallow crate 46H x 81W x 81L cm (18 x 32 x 32”).

077-W440    $5,129.00 
077-W333 Shallow Crate   $359.99 

Outlast Cascade: Rugged, flexible construction will 

inspire students from kindergarten to senior grades 
to explore natural environmental forces and elements: 
erosion, flooding, suspensions, soil, mud and so much 
more.

Outlast Double Water Table - Preschool 24” 

Double Water Table set includes Double Water Table 61H cm (24”), 
shelf, and 2 lids. Combo set includes the above plus Flow Pan and 3 
Outlast Crates. 61H x 152W x 81 L cm (24 x 60 x 32”).

077-W435 Double Water Play Combo Set   $4,899.00 
077-W433 Double Water Table   $3,499.00 

STEM Your 
Outdoor 
Space!

Complete Outlast Cascade Play Centre

Includes a Single Water Table 46H cm (18”), Double Water Table 
61H cm (24”), Stream bed, 3 lids, 2 Flow Pans, Shallow Crate, and 3 
Outlast Crates. 267W x 152L cm (105 x 60”).

077-W445    $9,999.00

Outlast Single Water Table

61H x 81W x 81L cm (24 x 32 x 32”).

077-W423  $2,499.00
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Explorer Tables

All Tuya Explorer Tables have the same dimensions making it easy 
to create a layout that is suitable for your space. You can arrange 
to match a specific activity or invite open imaginative play such as: 
mixing materials, close investigation, potting plants, and so much 
more. Freeze resistant rubber tubs are included and designed for 
play all year long. All units come fully assembled. 117L x 42.5W x 54H 

cm (46 x 16.75 x 21.25”). Tubs have a volume of 7L. Backed by a 5-year 
warranty.

A  343-401004 2 Tub Explorer Table  $649.99 
B  343-401003 1 Tub Explorer Table $649.99
C  343-401002 Explorer Table	  $649.99

Large Outdoor Blocks - Set of 8

These blocks are a perfect addition to the Tuya outdoor furniture 
collection. Includes 4 cubes 15 cm (6"), 2 medium blocks 30.5L x 15W 
x 15H cm (12 x 6 x 6") and 2 large blocks 61L x 15W x 15H cm (24 x 6 
x 6"). Made from naturally weather resistant Canadian cedar. Backed 
by a 5-year warranty.

343-401007   $299.99 

C

B

A

Go Go Single

Designed for working large muscles while 
engaging balance and coordination. The 
versatile design means children of a wide 
range of ages and sizes can make the Go Go 
go. For engaging children of varying abilities 
add the optional handles for more support. 
Use indoors or out. Maximum load 50kg 
(110lbs).

273-2138 Go Go Single  $149.99 
273-2131 Handles  $87.99

Go Go Bus

Adds cooperation to the large muscle & 
balance work of the Go Go. Up to 3 can 
board but have to coordinate to move. 
Add the optional handles to engage a 
wide range of ages sizes and abilities. Use 
indoors or out. Max. load 90kg (198lbs).

273-2139 Go Go Bus Single  $189.99 
273-2136 Handles  $114.99
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Cooking Grill

Includes 2 fixed shelves on 
either side for condiments 
and utensils, 3 fixed knobs 
for pretend play, and a lower 
shelf for essentials. Cooking 
surface measures 50W x 
35.5D cm (20 x 14"). Overall 
measurements 81L x 39W x 
61H cm (32 x 15.5 x 24").

201-2404  $399.99

Beautifully crafted in Canada from 

unfinished cedar to be naturally weather 

resistant to sun,freezing, rain and snow. 
Surprisingly lighter than you expect, you may choose to use 
your cedar furnishings indoors as well as outside. Durable, 
these units ship assembled for years of use in all weather.

Backed by a 2-year warranty.

NOTE: Warranty is for structural integrity. Splitting, chipping, 
fading etc. is considered normal wear & tear.

Stacking Balance Beams - Set of 8

A durable instructional tool that’s easy to stack for storage. Create 
a linear path or add right angle turns. Eight board length ranges 
between 45.7 - 99L cm (18-39”). 

201-23230  	     $899.99

Water Dispenser

Specifically designed to complement the Water Flow Station, this 
dispenser creates a convenient water source close to your play 
area. Features 2 ways to control flow. One for small hands at the tap 
outflow and the second for adults to control incoming flow volume. 
Included is a short standard hose that enables easy connection, 
disconnection and storage. Aprox. 41L x 41W x 76H cm (16 x 16 x 30"). 

201-2403  	     $449.99 

Play House

A flexible layout for endless imaginative play or a cozy retreat. 
Three large windows and an entry facilitate interaction and easy 
supervision. Each window ledge lines up with the Cedar Picnic Table 
(SKU 201-2401)! 102L x 102W x 178H cm (40 x 48 x 70"). 

201-2405  	     $1,799.00 

Picnic Table

Beautiful grain and smooth 
edges on this traditional 
shaped rectangular multi-use 
picnic table. Ideal for indoors 
or out. 89L x 75W x 52H cm (35 
x 29.5 x 20.5").

201-2401  $549.99

Each table has a removable, 
plexiglass gate for controlling 
flow.

Water Flow Station - Set Of 3

Fill the basin with water and control flow with removable gates for 
gravity powered water falls. Add rocks, sand, twigs and objects to 
experiment with erosion and fluid dynamics. Generous dimensions 
encourages group play. Upper table: 58L x 43W x 61H cm (23 x 17 x 
24"). Lowest table: 58L x 43W x 30.5H (23 x 17 x 12"). Water dispenser 
and accessories not included.

201-2402  	     $1,099.00
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Cozy Woodland Adapta Bench

Versatile bench made from molded, waterproof polyethylene. Can 
be used as a rectangular play table, bench seat, or 2-seat sofa with 
reversible 15cm (6") and 23cm (9") seat heights. Measures 76L x 38W 
cm (30 x 15").

059-910-073 Set of 3   $699.99 
059-910-057 Almond   $269.99 
059-910-056 Fern   $269.99 
059-910-055 Sky Blue   $269.99 

Target Math - Set of 3

Three large target boards 
showing numbers 10 to 
100, 0 to 10 and 0 to 20. 9 
balls included, which stick 
to the boards using a hook 
and loop mechanism. 
Designed to encourage children to play games using addition, 
subtraction and division whilst also helping to develop better hand 
eye coordination skills. Board measures 46D cm (18”).

540-54501 Target Math Set   $46.99 
540-54499  Additional Ball - set of 9   $14.99 

Tricky Laying Game Maxi

Outdoor life-size pentomino and pattern play. 2 sides for different 
game play – with disc toss, dice and Tetris like problem solving. 1 
Large Wild Maxi die with marble pips develops subitizing skills and 
encourages creative game play. 52 EVA foam puzzle pieces, detailed 
game instructions with templates, and a storage bag. Game area with 
edging 1.2 x 1.2m, 16 discs (in 2 colours) 21L x 10D cm (8 x 4").

109-103610     $589.99

Magnetic Hockey Game

Magnets underneath the board move the players on the surface for a 
lively, active game. A central bar prevents players from crossing into 
the opposing zone. Large raised hexagonal game board is solidly 
constructed of wood 87.5 x 17H cm (34½ x 6⅝") for long classroom 
life. 4 hockey figurines in 2 colours,1 bottle of gliding powder, and 3 
plastic pucks. 2 to 4 players. Age 6+.

339-16889    $279.99 
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Wooden Dominoes - 28 Pieces

Giant hard-wearing solid beech wood dominoes. Smooth finished 
edges and strong painted black dots, the dominoes can be used to 
play the traditional game, for number recognition practice, or for 
simple adding and subtracting games. Each domino measures 
7.5L x 15W x 1.5H cm (3 x 6 x ½”).

540-74770    $52.99 

Giant Snakes and Ladders

Giant version of a classic game 
with added physical involvement 
& fun. Includes (1) 3 x 3m vinyl 
play mat, 8 plastic lawn pegs and 
(1) 34cm square inflatable die. 3 
players or more. Age 6+.

339-0262                                 $139.99 
339-02639  Inflatable Die       $21.99 

Polydron XL Geo Dome- Set of 62

Explore geometry, construction, and interactive play with this large 62 
piece set. Children can create this stunning dome or any other variety 
of geometric shapes. Each piece measures to approximately 40 cm 

(15.7"). Age 2+.

520-707130  $849.99 

Polydron Build-A-Shop Set of 83

Children will love to build their own shop as they combine role play 
and construction into one fun activity. Add windows to the side of 
the building, shelves on the inside or outside, and create your own 
shop name and items for sale using the write on wipe off panels. 
Ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Includes braille. Age 2+.

520-707800     $749.99 

Constructa Rocket  

Life-size construction for kindergarteners with curves. Build rockets, 
tunnels, towers and more sturdy structures. Students explore volumes, 
geometry and the structural strength of arches while encouraging 
collaborative learning and team play. 85 super-durable HDPE pieces: 
12 cylinders, 4 cones, 4 inner fins, 4 outer fins, 6 T-connectors, 6 flexi 
connectors, 40 small connectors and guide. Age 2+.

520-0604    $589.99 
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Roomscapes Literacy Corner 

by Community Playthings

077-F955	 	$5,659.00

Roomscapes Science Set 1 

by Community Playthings

077-F956	 	$3,649.00

Writing Nook

077-F952	 	$4,139.00	

Roomscapes Creativity Corner 

By Community Playthings

077-F958	 	$5,029.00

Roomscapes kindergarten learning areas 

for a lifetime of learning

Each	set	includes	all	chairs,	baskets,	tables,	
posts,	fillers,	displays,	arches	and	shelving	
you	see	here.	(Note: toys, books, carpeting 
and other accessories not included). Furniture 
comes fully assembled. Customize the 
configuration to fit your space, tool free.

Visualize the possibilities

We'll create with you a 3D floor plan with a detailed list of 
Community Playthings furniture. Visit our Projects page for 
more information and inspiration.

www.louisekool.com/pages/projects

ROOMSCAPES 

compatible

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Roomscape Sets

Available 
with neutral 
upholstery.
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Change labels quickly, 
without tape or mess. There 

is even space for a photo!

Kindergarten Cubby by Community Playthings

Kindergarten Cubbies are just the right size for kindergarteners to hang 
their own coats and bags and learn routines to transition smoothly to 
school each day. A built in mail slot makes it easy for parents to keep 
connected and to keep papers organized! Constructed out of solid alder 
wood.

Cubby 4: 122H x 37D x 124L cm (48 x 14½ x 48¾")
Cubby 2: 122H x 37D x 62L cm (48 x 14½ x 24¾" )

077-A226 Cubby 2 - without baskets or totes  $1,019.00
077-A227 Cubby 2 - with baskets or totes  $1,029.00 
077-A228 Cubby 4 - without baskets or totes  $1,839.00 
077-A229 Cubby 4 - with baskets or totes  $1,859.00 

All Cubbies have hooks on both 
sides for best use of space.

Built-in slots encourage parent 
communication by making it 
easy and orderly – no more 
notes buried in backpacks!

Cubbies connect to Roomscapes 
units with a Roomscapes Adaptor 

Kit. No tools needed.

ROOMSCAPES 

compatible

Mobile Coat Caddy

A great organizing caddy for coats, hats, backpacks and boots. Perfect 
solution for a classroom or an after school program. Features 24 
hooks back to back, plus two easy to clean HEXA-protected shelves to 
store boots & other items. Riding on its 5 cm (2") locking casters, this 
freestanding mobile caddy can be transported from room to room with 
ease. 141L x 36.2W x 125H cm (55.5 x 14.25 x 49.25").

658-389     $949.99 
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ROOMSCAPES 

compatible

Table legs are positioned at the 
edge for maximum stability and 
wheelchair accessibility. Price 
includes legs.

Rock 
Maple 
Legs

Adjustable 
legs

For more compact storage, 
MultiTable legs unscrew and clip 
into the bottom.

Easy to clean surface is laminated 
on both sides with heat sealed 
edges to prevent warping.

Save floor space by stacking 
MultiTables in a fan pattern. 

To adjust table height, just push 
the gold ring down and slide the 
legs in and out like a telescope.

MultiTables are a flexible teaching tool –

lightweight, stackable yet durable, ready to 
adapt to different tasks and changing classroom 
needs. Choose tool free height-adjustable legs for 
accessibility, and switching from stand-up to sit-
down work in seconds.
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Square 

76cm (30")

077-A960  $699.99

Round 

91cm (36")

077-A940  $739.99

6-Seat Rectangular 

112 x 76cm (44 x 30")

077-A952  $789.99

4-Seat Rectangular 

112 x 56cm (44 x 22")

077-A916  $629.99

Trapezoidal 

112 x 56 x 56cm (44 x 22 x 22") 

077-A920  $649.99

2-Seat Rectangular 

76 x 56cm (30 x 22")

077-A912  $529.99

MultiTables

Multitable with 

height adjustable 

legs and a 16" 

Woodcrest Chair

Thinner, lighter tops, 
make MultiTables easy to 
re-purpose for different 
kindergarten projects. 

Some people stand 

behind their work. The 

MultiTables design 

team (combined 

weight of 341 kg (752 

lbs.), can stand on 

theirs!

Rock Maple, or Adjustable legs, included in the table price.  
SPECIFY Leg type and height when ordering:

Rock Maple Legs

077-A880-26 66cm (26")
077-A880-28 71cm (28")
077-A880-30 76cm (30")

Adjustable legs: 

077-A930-21 53-79cm (21-31")
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Work Table 8

152 x 76cm (60 x 30")

077-A801                  $724.99

Trapezoidal Table 3

152 x 76 x 76cm (60 x 30 x 30")

077-A851  $719.99 

Half Moon Table 3

122 x 61cm (48 x 24")

077-A855                 $619.99

Half Circle Table

163 x 56cm (64 x 22")

077-A835  $889.99

Round Table 2

76cm (30")

077-A831                 $539.99

Activity Table 6

122 x 76cm (48 x 30')

077-A811                  $649.99

Quarter Circle Table 4

122 x 76cm (48 x 30")

077-A845 $969.99 

Round Table 4

122cm (48")

077-A821 $889.99 

Nursery Table 4

76 x 76cm (30 x 30")

077-A815 $489.99 

Childsize Table 2

76 x 61cm (30 x 24")

077-A805                  $479.99

Half Circle Table 6

193 x 61cm (76 x 24")

077-A841 $1,219.00 

Round Table 4

91cm (36")

077-A825                 $649.99

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Tables

Rock Maple, or Adjustable legs, included in the table price.  
SPECIFY Leg type and height when ordering: 077-A845 is 
available with adjustable legs only.

Rock Maple Legs

077-A880-26 66cm (26")
077-A880-28 71cm (28")
077-A880-30 76cm (30")

Adjustable legs: 

077-A930-21 53-79cm (21-31")
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Beautiful and durable tables with a 3cm (1¼") 

thick high quality laminate. UV sealed on all 
sides for a smooth, hardwearing surface: warp 
resistant, yet easy to sanitize. When ordering 
choose from fixed-length Rock Maple, or Adjustable 
legs, included in the table price. Screw-in for easy 
assembly, legs can also be purchased separately to 
adapt to changing needs.

Classroom 
Tables
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Community Playthings Woodcrest Chairs

077-J712	 30cm	(12")	Chair	 	$289.99	
077-J714	 36cm	(14")	Chair	 		$319.99
077-J716	 41cm	(16")	Chair	 		$439.99	
077-J718	 46cm	(18")	Adult	Chair	 		$499.99	
077-J432	 30cm	(12")	Low	Teacher	Chair	 	$479.99	

Woodcrest Chairs

The	strongest	and	most	ergonomic	chair	for	
kindergarten	and	early	years.	Easy	to	clean,	graceful,	
one	piece	design	is	ultra-stable	and	scaled	so	children	
can	sit	with	feet	flat	on	the	floor.

Patented,	one-piece	multi-ply	laminated	maple	
construction	is	protected	with	childsafe	clear	finish.

Comfort Shaped

Backrest	"circle"	eliminates	pressure	on	the	lower	spine	
while	delivering	support	where	it	counts.

Good Posture

The	wide	seat	and	ergonomic	waterfall	
design	supports	good	posture	and	
circulation.

Stable Seating

Wide	stance	is	sturdy	and	tip	resistant;	
durable	tips	avoid	slips,	reduce	noise	and	

prevent	floor	marks.

Stackable

Lightweight,	they’re	easily	
stackable	by	students.

Woodcrest Tables

Sold	maple	top	and	curved	edges,	this	table	is	exceptionally	sturdy	
and	wobble-free,	with	solid	maple	legs.	50cm	(20”)	height,	choose	
from	3	shapes.	Table	size:	Square;	56cm	(22”),	round;	69D	cm	(27”).	
rectangle;	56	x	76	cm	(22	x	30”).

077-C224	 Square	table	w/	2	Chairs	12"	 	 	$1,049.00	
077-C221	 Square	-	table	only	 	 	$519.99	
077-C234	 Round	table	w/	2	Chairs	12"		 	 	$1,169.00	
077-C231	 Round	-	table	only	 	 	$629.99	
077-C244	 Rectangle	table	w/	4	Chairs	12"		 	$1,699.00	
077-C241	 Rectangle		-	table	only	 	 	$629.99
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24"18"

48"
18"

Classroom Desk

Compartment: 10H x 38D 
x 56W cm (4 x 15 x 22”). 
Specify leg type and height. 

077-A510  $669.99 

Two-Seater Desk

Compartment 10H x 38D x 
59W cm (4 x 15 x 23”). Specify 
leg type and table height. 

077-A520  $999.99

The natural beauty of wood of these outstandingly 

durably constructed desks will lighten and brighten 
any classroom. An antidote to the usual drab 
institutional look without compromising practicality:

• Same strong 3cm (1⅛”) thick tops with easy to clean 
laminate heat-sealed edging as with Classroom tables.

• Optional height adjustable legs ranging from 53-79 cm 
(21-31”) accommodate wheelchairs and mobility aids.

• Generous storage compartment with 40% more space 
than other wooden classroom desks.  

• 10H  x 38D x 56 or 59W cm (4 x 15 x 22 or 23”)

Community Playthings Book Bag

Durable two-pocket storage for attaches snugly 
to Woodcrest chairs with a hook and loop 
fastener.

077-J722 12” Chair  $54.99 
077-J724 14” Chair $59.99
077-J726  16” Chair $64.99
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Offset Shelf 

103.2L x 30D x 91.3H cm (40.6 x 11.8 x 36")

503-CC08	 	$449.99

Eight Cube Shelf
137L x 30D x 80.6H cm (54 x 11.8 x 31.7")

503-CC04	 	$699.99	

Six Cube Shelf
103.2L x 30D x 80.6H cm (40.6 x 11.8 x 31.7")

503-CC02	 	$529.99	

Offset Shelf
69.4L x 30D x 114.4H cm (27.3 x 11.8 x 45")

503-CC07	 	$449.99

Eight Cube Shelf
69.4L x 30D x 148.7H cm (27.3 x 11.8 x 58.5")

503-CC05	 	$699.99

Six Cube Shelf
69.4L x 30D x 114.4H cm (27.3 x 11.8 x 45")

503-CC03	 	$529.99	

High-quality natural and sustainable 

furniture for children that inspires 

learning and growth, while also 

contributing to a healthier planet.	
Made	with	care	in	Canada	from	Baltic	Birch	plywood,	the	wood	
is	carefully	selected	and	expertly	crafted	to	create	beautiful	and	
durable	furniture.		With	a	clean,	modern	look,	each	piece	has	a	child	
friendly,	anti-microbial	UV	finish.		All	units	are	FSC	Certified	and	
CARB	compliant.	No	assembly	required.	10-year	warranty.

The	Cube	shelves	are	versatile	and	practical	designed	with	children	
in	mind.	Open	cubbies	store	a	variety	of	educational	materials,	
including	books,	toys,	and	puzzles	or	work	as	inviting	displays.	The	
interior	cube	dimensions	are	31.75	cm	(12.5").

Tall Shelf

Wide Shelf

Cube Shelf

Nine Cube Shelf
137L x 30D x 80.6H cm (54 x 11.8 x 31.7")

503-CC06	 	$799.99	

Four Cube Shelf

69.4L x 30D x 80.6H cm (27.3 x 11.8 x 31.7")

503-CC01	 	$374.99
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Long Bench

A versatile piece of furniture that is specifically designed to meet the 
unique needs of young learners. The bench is made of high-quality 
Baltic Birch plywood and is designed to provide comfortable and 
supportive seating for multiple students. 120.7L x 30.5D x 35.6H cm 

(47.5 x 12 x 14"). Partial assembly required. 

503-BB02    $299.99

Long Oval Group Table

Timeless, minimalist design for a versatile work surface with ample 
space for group learning. Constructed from Baltic Birch plywood 
with an anti-microbial UV finish that brings out the unique grain and 
texture of the wood. 84.5L x 69.2D x 54.6H cm (33.25 x 27.25 x 21.5H"). 

503-GT05    $399.99 

Mobile Sensory Shelf

Unique asymmetrical design for versatile storage. Lightweight Baltic 
Birch plywood on locking casters birch makes it easy to rearrange 
layouts for a flexible classroom. 121.9L x 35.6D x 76.2H cm (48 x 14 x 30"). 

503-MS05    $699.99

Mobile Adjustable Shelf

Beautifully designed and durable piece that combines elegance with 
practicality. Made of high quality Baltic Birch plywood with locking 
casters. 

503-MS01 122L x 38D x 91.4H cm (48 x 15 x 36")   $699.99 
503-MS02 122L x 38D x 76H cm (48 x 15 x 30")   $649.99 Classroom Chair

A modern design with a gently contoured 
seat and backrest deliver comfort and 
ergonomic support. Legs are designed for 
stability and durability. Will not wobble or 
tip, even when a student leans back. A light-
colored finish highlights the unique natural 
beauty of the Baltic Birch plywood grain. 
38W x 40.6D cm (15 x 16").

503-CL01-10 25.5H cm (10")   $199.99 
503-CL01-12 30.5H cm (12")   $199.99 
503-CL01-14 35.5h cm (14")    $199.99 
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Cozy Corner
51L x 51W x 63.5H cm (20 x 20 x 25")

350-300673

Cozy Lounge Chair
51L x 51W x 63.5H cm (20 x 20 x 25")

350-300674

Sense of Place Couch & Ottoman
94L x 48W x  35.5H cm (37 x 19 x 14")

350-300673

Nature's Stripes Blue Carpet
274L x 183W (108 x 72")

350-33167

Neutral Hex Carpet
274L x 183W (108 x 72")

350-37856

Sense of Place Soft Furniture 

Contemporary design creates a homelike comfort with the practicality needed in a classroom. Modular furniture creates a flexible 
environment that fosters collaboration and a sense of community. Lightweight yet durable wood construction wrapped with easy-to-clean 
vinyl makes rearranging and refreshing a space to adapt to your changing needs a snap.

Sense of Place Cozy Classroom Arch

Create a cozy or quiet nook. Gentle curves in a durable, solid birch frame creates an inviting 
space for one or several children. Easily cleanable panels have a rattan look but the open 
frame design still allows for easy supervision. 274L x 183W (108 x 72").

350-300672

Sense of Place Carpets
Bring the comfort of home to the classroom with plush yarns for a warm and cozy carpet with education durability. Crafted from 100% stain-
resistant nylon, the carpet is treated to guard against odor, mildew, mold, stains, and static shock. Class I Flammability Rating and Indoor Air 
Quality certification. USA made. 274L x 183W (108 x 72").

Check website 
or call for 
pricing!
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Sense of Place Compartment Storage

Sense of Place Open Storage Shelf

Large Shelf 36"H
122L x 38W x 91.5H cm (48 x 15 x 36")

350-37766

Large Shelf 30"H
122L x 38W x 76H cm (48 x 15 x 30")

350-37765

Mini Shelf 30"H
91.5L x 38W x 76H cm (36 x 15 x 30")

350-37764

Compartment Storage 36"H
122L x 38W x 91.5H cm (48 x 15 x 36")

350-37767

Compartment Storage 24"H
122L x 38W x 61H cm (48 x 15 x 24")

350-32845

Sense of Place Shelving and Tote Storage 

Durable and easy-to-clean combination birch and white laminate 
plywood, make these shelving units the perfect neutral backdrop 
to highlight and store classroom materials, found objects or art 
projects.

Sense of Place Shelving and Tote Storage

Woven Totes are sold separately as a set of 4. 

350-300671 Shelf Only 
350-300763 Woven Totes - Set of 4 

Check website 
or call for 
pricing!
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Communication Center

A convenient space-saving teacher work centre. 
The pull-out drawer, at 95 cm high, is ideal for 
laptops; while the top is slanted for writing. 
Write on or display projects on the dry erase 
front. Includes 2 cup holders, 18 removable mail 
partitions and 10 clear tubs. Casters lock. 117H x 
75W x 66D cm (46 x 29½ x 26”).

533-4136  $1,899.00 

Sense of Place Curved Collaboration Table

Meticulously designed table enhances a sense of classroom community 
and encourages creative collaboration and social interaction. Combine 
multiple tables to create a unique modular system that suits the needs 
of your space and children. Measures 165L x 86W cm (65 x 34") with legs 
that adjust from 56-76H cm (22-30"). Age 5+.

350-300664

Sense of Place Collaboration Square Table

Comfortably fits a large or small group of students to share ideas and 
strengthen relationships. Combine with the Collaboration Bench (sold 
separately). Measures 122L x 122W cm (48 x 48") with legs that adjust 
from 56-76H cm (22-30"). Age 5+.

350-300667

Sense of Place Classroom Chair

Durable seating is essential in any learning environment. This 
ergonomically designed chair features gently flared, anti-tip legs 
and a curved back. Use in conjunction with the Square or Curved 
Collaboration Table. 38L x 43D x 66H cm (15 x 17 x  26"). Made from 
durable, easy-to-clean high-pressure laminate & powder-coated steel 
legs. Age 4+.

350-300772 14" Seat
350-300882 16" Seat

Sense of Place Collaboration Bench

Provides a comfortable space for two elementary-aged children to sit 
together. Ergonomically designed bench features gently flared and 
anti-tip legs. Arrange a Collaboration Bench on each side of the Square 
Collaboration Table. Measures 96.5L x 35.5W cm (38 x 14") with legs that 
adjust from 35.5-45.7H cm (14-18"). Age 5+.

350-300670

Check website 
or call for 
pricing!
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Copernicus

Self-Regulation Classroom Cruiser

Specifically designed to deliver opportunities for 
students, grades PreK-6, to self-regulate through 
movement without having to leave or disrupt the class. 
Unlike adult stationary bikes, these Cruisers are made 
for fit, riding comfort and safety for elementary students. 
They have fully adjustable seats and handlebars and a 
multi-position work surface for reading or writing. The 
enclosed fly wheel keeps little fingers safe from injury 
and the quiet drivetrain minimizes distraction. The built-
in display tracks distance, speed, time, RPM and calories 
burned (batteries included). Low maintenance.

154-SR100 PreK-2 with backrest   $1,159.00 
154-SR200 3-6 with backrest   $1,159.00 
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E  Alone Zone 

Convenient shelving on the reverse side for display or extra storage.
60L x 70W x 122H (23.5” x 27.5” x 48”).

380-0240    $999.99

Reading Pods create cozy, comfortable and durable reading 

spaces, almost anywhere. Shelves display and entice while the 
yellow shatterproof acrylic side windows allow light and easy 
supervision. Made of durable birch plywood in safe, non-toxic 
natural UV finish. These units include cushions. Assembly required. 
GreenGuard™ Gold certified. Lifetime Warranty.

A  Read-A-Round 3 Piece Set

A larger reading centre, perfect for a library or classroom. Includes a 
double-sided couch and 2 semi-circle benches. Bench seat height is 
28cm H (11”).

533-3777  60H x 200W x 91D cm (23.5" x 79" x 36")  $3,599.00 

D  LED Creative Cube and Mat

This all in one reading cube with a light table is a convenient space 
saver. The cozy interior of the cube includes a ceiling with a view 
of a sunlit forest. Includes a vinyl green floor pad. Constructed in 
beautiful and durable Birch plywood. Ships ready to assemble. 
73.7L x 76W x 77.5H cm (29 x 30 x 30.5").

380-0788    $1,699.00 

B

C

A

B  Couch

533-3743  60H x 106W x 91D cm (23.5" x 42" x 36")  $1,999.00 

C  Bench

533-3744  28H x 91W x 47D cm (11" x 36" x 18.5")   $869.99 

E

F  Two-Sided Reading Pod

Two children can sit back-to-back while still enjoying some private time.
60L x 75W x 122.5H (23.5” x 29.5” x 48.25”).

380-0209  $1,199.00 

F

D
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Book Browser Cart

Organize your classroom books and keep them in reach with this 
cart. Includes 9 large open tubs to hold large books up to 30W cm 
(12"). Includes 4 locking castors. Frame is guaranteed for 10 years 
and tubs for life. 104W x 43D x 91H cm (41 x 17 x 36"). 

D  154-BB005 Basic     $299.99 
E  154-BB0069 Bamboo   $329.99 

Turn wasted corners or other dead spaces into inviting learning 

environments with these durable space-saving reading centres. 
Easy to clean comfort cushions plus centre partitions that display 
the book covers encourage self-selected reading. Sets include ample 
storage for books or story telling resources like puppets or props. 
Durable Baltic Birch construction for many years of reading. Ships 
assembled.

Corner Literacy Nooks

Includes 3 clear tubs. 60H x 106W x 100D cm (23.5" x 42" x 39.5"); 
bench seat 28cm H (11”).

A  533-5345  Key Lime   $1,999.00 
B  533-5344  Wheat   $1,999.00 

C  Hide Away Bamboo Shelf

Natural aesthetic suited for any classroom environment. This shelf is 
both a storage and activity center with 2 convenient shelves below 
for classroom supplies and toys. The Hide-Away panel is not only a 
magnetic whiteboard, but a cover for displaying specific toys and 
supplies. The panel can be stored on the back of the shelf when not 
in use on the front. Made out of bamboo. 104L x 42W x 61H cm (40.75 
x 16.5 x 24"). Assembly required. Lifetime warranty on the frame and 
5 years on the whiteboard.

154-BAM2    $549.99

A B

C

ED
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Secure mobile charging built to last with the proven, 
compact, easy-to-use Tech Tub 2. Protect your 
investment: store and transport  6 iPads®, Chromebooks 
or tablets anywhere in the school with ease. 

Tech Tub Trolley  

Make your Tech Tub 2 
mobile – adjustable handle 
and built-in castors for 
easy transport of 6 devices. 

154-FTT706  $519.99 

Modular Cart  

Mobile Tech Tub 2 carts are perfect for sharing devices or 1:1 
programs. Tub-to-tub locking mechanism and steel frames secure 
devices. Surprisingly lightweight for easy passage over thresholds.

154-FTT724 24 devices   $2,199.00 
154-FTT732 32 devices   $2,599.00

Tech Tub 2  

154-FTT700 $419.99
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Royal® Reading Writing Centers

A mobile magnetic dry erase board on a lifetime warrantied frame.  
Ultra-safe locking book ledge, 2 snap-on chart paper hooks, 2 easel 
hooks for extra chart paper and 3” twin wheel locking castors.

Features Table:  Premium Basic 

Open tubs with safety stops 6 3
Small open tubs with safety stops 4 2
Storage folders  3 -
Repositionable tiny tub 2 1

154-201 Basic   $459.99 
154-200 Premium   $729.99 

Premium

Basic

Premium

Regal™ Reading/Writing Centre

This newly redesigned centre features a magnetic dry erase surface, 
removable dry-erase chart pad support board on back, 2 chart paper 
hooks, and 4 sliding open tubs with safety stops. Includes book 
ledge that locks in various positions, 8cm (3") castors, and foot-
activated brake mechanism. 10 year frame and lifetime tub warranty. 
79W x 71D x 145H cm (31 x 28 x 57").

154-107    $529.99
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Presentation Easels

The 4 sturdy adjustable legs 
transform easels from a 
floor to a table model. The 
Presentation Easel features 
a white board with a marker 
tray. The Steel Ring model 
is for a paper flip chart. 
Maximum height is 1.7m.

Steel Presentation Easel

339-60971  $399.99

Easel w/ Steel Rings

339-60989  $249.99

Double Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel

Made from bamboo this easel features four sliding open tubs with 
safety stops, double-sided magnetic dry-erase whiteboard, book 
ledge that locks into multiple positions, bamboo middle shelf, big 
book racks, snap-on chart paper hooks, and locking castors to keep 
the unit in place. Frame 79W x 71D x 145H cm (31 x 28 x 57"), 74W x 
74H cm (29 x 29"), 61W x 91H cm (24 x 36").

154-BE1    $659.99 

Collaboration Whiteboard

This bamboo easel offers plenty of space for learning, creativity, 
and brainstorming. The large 122 x 91 cm (48 x 36") double-sided 
magnetic whiteboard can be positioned vertically or horizontally 
with different height settings. Includes 4 7.6 cm (3") locking casters. 
The 4 magnetic whiteboard slates with a 28 x 28 cm (11 x 11") writing 
surface contain brackets that can be used to attach the slates to 
the board. Students can use these for individual or group work. 
Assembly required. Frame: 170-260L x 65D x 141-188H cm (74-67 x 
25.5 x 55.5-74"). Slates: 38L x 34W cm (15 x 13.5"). Lifetime warranty 
on frame and tubs and a 5-year warranty on whiteboard.

154-CWB1 Whiteboard and Slates   $909.99 
154-CWB2 Whiteboard Only   $699.99 
154-CWB-AC Slates - Set of 4   $334.99

Adjustable Chart Stand and 

Standard Pocket Chart

Adjusts to hold both pocket and 
flip charts. Steel construction with 
sturdy locking castors and 5 ring 
hooks for hanging. Height adjusts 
from 127-203cm (50-80") & width 
from 89-188cm (35-74"). Easy to 
assemble & to adjust clasp. Pocket 
chart features 10 giant see-through 
pockets for use in a variety of 
activities across the curriculum. 
Includes 16-page teaching guide 
with blackline masters.

Adjustable Chart Stand

103-2196  $124.99 

Standard Pocket Chart

147-5113 $37.99
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Seaty Relax Cushion

Large cushion made of thick, soft, waterproof fabric, filled with 
microbeads. Contours the body perfectly and provides a reassuring 
effect. Removable cover and machine washable in cold water. 
200L x 70W x 30 Thick cm (78.74 x 27.56 x 11.81").

339-21548  Green   $249.99 
339-21562  Orange    $249.99 
339-21555  Blue    $249.99

Seaty Kid Cushions

These large cushions offer very comfortable seating and are 
versatile, serving as both a mat and a sofa chaise. Made of ultra-
sturdy, waterproof fabric filled with micro beads, with handles for 
easy carrying. Removable cover for cold water washing. Indoor and 
outdoor use. Measures 130L x 90W x 30H cm (51 x 35.5 x 12").

339-21589  Blue   $229.99 
339-21597  Orange   $229.99
339-21571  Green   $229.99

Seaty Maxi

Large cushion made of thick, soft, waterproof fabric, filled with 
microbeads. Contours the body perfectly and provides a reassuring 
effect. Removable cover and machine washable in cold water. 
Measures 160L x 120W x 30H cm (63 x 47.25 x 12").

339-21522  Blue   $329.99 
339-21530  Orange    $329.99 
339-21514  Green    $329.99 

Scoop Rockers

These ergonomic rocker seats are the perfect addition to a reading 
area. Lightweight, sturdy and colourful plastic. 
60.3L x 40W x 56.5H (23.7 x 15.8 x 22"). Age 3+.

339-34825  Set of 6    $119.99 
339-39311  Single   $23.99 

Giant Bean Bags

Robust bean bag is ideal for sitting, reclining, reading and relaxing. 
Made of water and dirt-repellent, sturdy nylon, and filled with 
Expanded Polystyrene. For indoor use only.

339-15022  Junior - 127L x 101W cm (50 x 39.76")  $279.99 
339-19404  Regular - 180L x 140W cm (70 x 55")   $379.99
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Sitwell Adjustable Stool

Ergonomic height adjustable 40-54.5cm 
(15¾-21½") rocking stool with a non-skid 
rubber bottom that activates core muscles 
and decreases fidgeting. Height adjusts 
with the press of a button. Made of 
durable polypropylene with a removable 
non-skid rubber disc top. Age 8+.

339-5581  $134.99

Indoor Hammock

Soft, wide 100% organic cotton sling.

606-7033  $259.99

Outdoor Hammock

Made from weatherproof outdoor fabric 
with an airy mesh design that keeps 
children cool on hot summer days.

606-9033  $309.99

Movin’ and Disco Sit Cushions

Use on the floor or on a chair to improve posture and attention. 
Great for getting the wiggles out; they are durable enough for 
walking or balancing on, as well as a footrest. Easily inflatable by 
mouth or pump, these cushions create customizable dynamic 
seating that improves attention span. Latex-free. Age 3+.

339-0021 Red Disco Sit   $41.99 
339-1060 Blue Moving Sit   $41.99

Ideal for imaginative 

play or cosy quiet time. 

Both indoor and outdoor 

hammocks have a 

durable, extra large sling, 
removable premium comfort 
seat cushions are machine 
washable and come with 
suspension kit. Max weight 79kg 
(175lbs). 2 year warranty.

Red Rocking Stool

Fun-shaped stools feature a slightly rounded black 
rubber bottom to prevent slipping, while allowing 
users to gently rock. With a wide range of sensory and 
motion experience “active sitting” decreases fidgeting 
and increases awareness white strengthening 
core muscles. Made of durable, colourfast, glossy 
polypropylene with a non-skid, top rubber disc insert.

339-9199 31cm (12⅛”)  $74.99 
339-9207 37cm (14½”)  $79.99 
339-9215 45cm (17¾”)  $84.99
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Flexi-felt for Swivel Glides

Includes an asymmetric lip to ease the installation over metal glides 
on chairs or table legs. Thick swivel slides 1.6 cm (0.63") or more. 
Backed by a 5-year warranty.

343-6331 Set of 100  $249.99 
343-6331-4 Set of 4  $11.99

Flexi-felt Pads for Wooden Chairs

Industrial felt adhesive pads for wooden chair legs. Remove the 
easy-to-peel backing and apply to chair for simple installation. 3.8cm 
(1.5"). Backed by a 1-year warranty.

343-5001 Set of 200  $129.99 
343-5001-4 Set of 4  $2.99 

Rave Floor Chair

Stackable floor chair with all the 
flexibility and durability of the Rave 
Chairs and Rockers. 10 cm (4") seat 
height. Navy blue.

339-39410   $189.99 

Rave Rocker

Light, silent and stable rocking, 
Rave Rockers are built to last. 

339-36929  30.5cm (12")  $254.99 
339-36937 35.5.cm (14")  $254.99

Swivel Tractor Seat Stool

High density polymer moulded seat 
rotates 360 degrees. Pneumatic 
seat adjusts 14cm (5½"). Heavy 
duty chrome base and dual wheel 
carpet casters for longer life.

339-39170   $189.99

Adjustable Stool

A sturdy steel frame stool with height 
adjustable seat covered with recycled 
leather. Durable rubber tips protect the 
floor. Height adjustable from 57.1-74.9H 
cm (22½-29½"). Minimal assembly 
required.

339-18117   $194.99

Rave Chairs’ flexible backrests create 
slight reflex body movement without 
torso twisting, for excellent lumbar support in 4 sitting 
positions. Unique design, durable reinforced one-piece 
moulded shell and fully welded frame are lightweight 
and stackable for easy storage.

See our website 

for Flexi-felt 

installation 

videos.

Backjack Chair

Take a comfortable seat anywhere! Lightweight floor chair has back 
support and comfy cushion. Seat depth of 29cm (11½"), back height 
of 50cm (19½").

350-85305     $99.99 
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Rigamajig inspires group STEM 

problem solving. Students think 
three dimensionally, building life-size 
machines and structures. An extremely 
versatile building system, Rigamajig 
is ideal for clubs and after school 
programs, as well as classrooms from 
pre-K to gr. 8. Wooden planks, wheels, 
pulleys, nuts, bolts and rope brings 
curricular strands to life: 

• the physics of simple machines 

• geometry in 3D

• cooperative project management 

Working with Rigamajig, children often 
say “this isn't a toy, this is real!” Get free 
Project Plans and play prompts on www.
rigamajig.com. Rigamajig was designed 
by Cas Holman, Heroes Will Rise. Age 3+.

Rigamajig
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Simple Machines Add-On Kit (Special Order Only) 

57 gears, leavers, belts, cranks, axels and a wheel-pulley to expand 
Basic Builder Kit.

091-002    $3,179.00 

Rigamajig Basic Builder Kit (Special Order Only)

Ideal for classrooms, children’s museums, and public libraries, the 
solid wood 2cm (¾”) thick planks range from 30-110cm (12-44”) in 
length. Children often say “this isn’t a toy, this is real!” as they build 
machines and structures larger than themselves. 

091-003    $7,099.00

Rigamajig Junior

2 cm (½”) thick Baltic Birch Planks range from 15 x 56 cm (6 x 22”), 
for structures and machines large enough to play inside of, but small 
and light enough for table top, too. Includes duffle bag. Age 5+.

091-001    $899.99
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Octoplay Action Pack  

Stimulate imagination and build almost anything with this 296 piece 
set.  Includes 170 flats, 28 single peg, 28 twin peg, 28 twin disc, 14 
quad disc, 24 struts, 4 wheel axle parts and a guide. Age 3+.

520-8030    $219.99 

My First Octoplay Class - Set of 42  

Creative exploration of structures ideal for a kindergarten classroom.  
40 chunky octagonal pieces and 2 storage poles made from 100% 
recyclable material. 12 x 12cm (4¾ x 4¾”). Age 2+.

520-1020    $106.99

Mobilo - Eco Construction Builder

These sustainably made geometric shapes are designed to give 
young engineers the tools to build universes filled with vehicles, 
planes, buildings and characters. Each set includes assembly 
sheets for inspiration. Made with a mix of recycled BIOplastic (25%) 
and recycled plastic (63%). Compatible with all other Mobilo sets. 
Dishwasher safe. Age 3+.

339-2271674 Set of 544    $359.99
339-2271666 Set of 92    $99.99 
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Simple and ingenious, Plus Plus building 

sets construct an infinite number of 

unique, colourful 2D and 3D designs – 
mosaics, people, buildings, objects even machines. 
The look evokes the graphics of online games popular 
with young people sure to engage from kindergarten 
to middle school students. The unique double plus 
shape engages abstraction and geometric thinking 
to transform complex shapes, even landscapes. This 
specific but very versatile means of representation 
is an excellent way for older students to understand 
computer generated graphics. Age 6+.

Plus Plus Go! - 2600 Pieces  

An abundant elementary classroom collection of Plus Plus pieces. 
Plus wheels, chassis and a building booklet for guiding vehicle 
construction. Includes teacher friendly tote.

339-09213     $319.99

Plus Plus – 3600 Pieces  

Small size for intricate builds. 2 x 
1 x 0.3cm (¾ x ⅜ x ⅛").

339-63036  $373.99 

Plus Plus
Plus Plus Plate - Set of 12  

Stable surface for larger 
complex builds for the Plus Plus 
construction pieces. 12 x 12cm 
(4¾ x 4¾").

339-09221  $96.99
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Quality German designed tools 
engage early years students in STEM 
creativity with real building!

Dusy Workbench, Drill, Saw, Screwdriver and  

Chestnut Drill

Drill, saw, and screw wood, cardboard, even chestnuts, 
safely. The tools’ accurate action promotes fine 
motor skills with STEM engagement and creativity. 
The Dusydrill and Dusydriver’s included snail bit drills 
cleanly and accepts other standard hexagonal bits. The 
workbench’s solid construction, included steel clamps 
and variety of notches and holes makes it easy to 
strap down pieces for safety and accuracy. Saw guide 
(included with 109-103735 Saw), clamps and straps 
keeps little fingers safe. Workbench and tool handles 
made of beech wood and steel. Age 4+.
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Dusy Screwdriver

18 x 10cm (7 x 4")

109-103732  119.99 

Dusy Workbench

75W x 35D x 25H cm (29½ x 13¾ x 10")

109-103737  $769.99

Dusy Workbox 

109-103552  112.99

Dusy Chestnut Drill Set

109-112501  239.99

Dusy Dowels

109-103733  $79.99 

Dusy Drill

16 x 4.5cm (6¼ x 1¾")

109-103736  219.99

Dusy Saw

16 x 4.5cm (6¼ x 1¾")

109-103735  289.99 

Dusy Tools
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Place Value Mat   

Laminated mats, sturdy flip cards for Digi-Blocks or other 
manipulatives.

238-0499 Place Value Mat with Digit Cards - set of 6  $239.99 
238-0382 Decimal Place Value Mat - set of 12  $269.99 

Digi-Block Counter

Inclined place value board – hundreds, tens, ones with self-
correcting ejector that allows up to 9 blocks in each place. Plus dry-
erase surface, pen and digit display dials.

238-00471 2-Place counter, 6-pack   $219.99 
238-5437 3-place counter - single   $164.99

Digi-Blocks Block-of-1000

Includes 1,000 x 1 blocks, 100 x 10 holders, 10 x100 holders, 1 x 1,000 
holder.

238-0122C Power   $629.99 
238-5180 Classic   $629.99

Power blocks: 
Coloured for additional 
differentiation of value.

Classic: Opaque 
blocks, uniform colour.

Digi-Blocks

Number Lines   

Rubberized surface practically sticks Digiblocks with end tabs 
preventing them from falling off.  One face with 0-30 (or 0-50), with 
hash marks on reverse for subitizing.

238-0487 0 to 30 - set of 6   $159.99 
238-0488 0 to 50 - set of 6   $159.99

Classic

Clear Holder - 

Classic

Power

Clear Holder - 

Power

Digi-Blocks Block-of-100

Ten Block-of-100 fill the block-of-1000. Includes 100 x 100 unit blocks, 
10 x 10-holders and 1 x 1,000 holder.

238-5170 Classic   $79.99 
238-0117C Power   $79.99 
238-0544 Clear Holder - Classic   $79.99 
238-0091C Clear Holder - Power   $79.99

Digi-Blocks Decimal Blocks

Prompts students to naturally 
extend whole number concepts 
into decimals. The decimal blocks 
kit includes 100 tenths and 100 
hundredths blocks.

238-0350  $69.99

Digi-Blocks are a proven, teacher-tested, hands-

on base 10 block learning system for K to Gr. 5+. 
Compose and decompose values, the self-correcting 
"smart box" only closes when there are 10 blocks inside, 
eliminating recounting or trading. Digi-Blocks instill a 
profound understanding of number sense fast, elegantly 
modeling all four arithmetic operations. Digi-Block grows 
with your students building on previous learning while 
modeling increasingly sophisticated mathematical topics:  
place-value, factoring, division, decimals and more.
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Newmero Math Bricks

Each pack includes a 40-page manual full of fun exercises, with 
reproducible bingo cards printed with real-size brick outlines, and a 
cotton storage bag. Age 3+.

339-34809  Classroom Set   $269.99
339-34817  Starter Set   $69.99

Connecting Cuisenaire Rods - Classroom Set

Cuisenaire® Rods and cubes help students transition from concrete 
to abstract representation of math concepts. Each colour represents 
a different Rod length that can be assigned a different numeric value 
or unit of measure. Includes 444 Rods (in trays) for use with 12-18 
students. 1cm - 10cm L (0.4" - 4" L). Age 4+.

103-7481     $116.99 

Newmero has so many different ways to decompose 

abstract decimal numbers concretely with powerful 

tactile reinforcement. Engraved numbers, notches for 
values and a unique connector knob system for building 
multi-digit numbers as tiles are stacked vertically. Order 
the numbers to understand value.  Self-correcting jigsaw 
edges connect same-colour bricks horizontally if their sum 
equals 10.  Endless self-directed and instructional learning 
opportunities for individual students or in group work. 

Newmero

Connecting Number Rods

Innovative connecting number rods have a number (1-10) printed 
on one side and a corresponding number of dots on the reverse 
side. Children will love joining the rods together and they can tackle 
a number of different mathematical areas such as addition and 
subtraction and multiplication and division.

520-310-2  128 Pieces   $209.99 
520-310  64 Pieces   $109.99 
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Sum-Building - Set of 50

Includes two of numbers 0-20, +, -, = and one each of x and ÷.

199-1011     $89.99 

Magnetic Ten-Frame Answer Boards - 104 Pieces

Features double-sided magnetic, write and wipe boards offering 
10-square frame on one side and double 10 on reverse. Includes 4 
boards, 100 double-sided foam magnet counters (red and yellow) 
and activity guide. Boards measure 18L x 16H cm (7 x 6¼"). Age 4+.

103-6645    $62.99

Magnetic Number Blocks   

Magnetic, colour-coded blocks help teach maths concepts and 
develop fine motor skills. 16 numbers (numbers 1-10, plus extra 
blocks for 1-5) and 5 concepts (1 each of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division and equals), printed on 1 side and blank on 
the reverse. Age 3+.

520-62    $69.99

Wooden Addition and Subtraction Dominoes    

Vibrant, colour coded dominoes for addition and subtraction, 
enhances colour recognition and pattern skills. Made from FSC 
certified beech wood, contains 20 each of addition and subtraction 
dominoes. 9.5L x 3.5W cm (3.75 x 1.75"). Grade 2+.

520-0355    $53.99

Wooden Fraction and Decimal Towers  

Colourful, durable, wooden fraction towers for learning fractions 
and decimals. 2 bases promote collaborative play. 60 colour coded 
pieces, made from FSC certified wood. Base 27L x 6.5W cm (10.6 x 
2.5"). Age 3+.

520-0357    $116.99
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For budding makers and mathematicians 
alike, SumBlox are an ingenious way to 

explore the foundations of mathematics 

in 3 dimensions. Sumblox are a hands-on 
transition from concrete to semi-concrete mathematical 
thinking. Each block's size is proportional to the number 
value. Put a "1" block on top of another "1" block and 
it is the same height as the "2" block. Stack three "3's" 
beside a "9" and you'll notice they come up to the same 
level. SumBlox help with developing understanding 
of addition, fractions, composing and decomposing, 
multiplication and so much more! 

SumBlox Original Intro Set

 Includes 38 blocks and 36 
activity cards.

331-011  $169.99 

SumBlox Original Basic Set

Includes 76 blocks and 80 
activity cards.

331-021  $234.99 

Fractions

16cm (6¼")

10cm (4")

Original

Mini

Mini Starter - Set of 38   

36 Activity cards and 38 blocks. Includes 14 Singles , 6x two’s, 4x 
three’s, 3x four’s, 1x ten and 2x 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 blocks.

331-038    $72.99 

Mini Basic - Set of 80   

80 blocks and 80 activity cards. Includes 32 Singles, 12x two’s, 8x 
three’s, 6x four’s, 2x ten’s, 4 each of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 blocks.

331-080    $134.99

Towers of Ten

SumBlox

4 

+6

3 

+7
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Double-Sided Magnetic Fraction Circles

Demonstrate fractions, percentages and equivalencies on your 
whiteboard. Fractions on one side and percentages on reverse. 
Colour-coding compliments Rainbow Fraction® resources.  9 circles, 
measuring 19cm (7½"). Includes whole, ½, ⅓, ¼, ⅕ ,⅙ , ⅛, ¹/₁₀ and 
¹/₁₂. Activity Guide. Magnetic white board not included.Grades 1+.

103-1616    $54.99

Rainbow Fraction Tiles 

Student Set

51 proportional plastic 
pieces, plastic tray 23 x 
25cm (9 x 10"), teacher's 
guide and 2 sheets of 
stickers. Grades 2-6.

103-615                   $27.99

Fraction Squares

Square fraction set 
features 9 complete 
squares representing 
one whole, ½, ⅓, ¼, ⅕ 
,⅙ , ⅛, ⅒ and ¹/₁₂ .

088-5702                 $17.99

Fraction Tower® Cubes: 

Fraction Set

Set includes 51 fraction cubes.

103-2510  $32.99

Fraction Circles

Set of 9 complete circles 
representing one whole, ½, 
⅓, ¼, ⅕ ,⅙ , ⅛, ⅒ and ¹/₁₂.

088-5710  $17.99 

Rainbow Fraction® Teaching 

System Kit

Lead students in fraction lessons 
using rainbow overheads as 
they manipulate colour-coded 
representational cubes, tiles and 
shapes. Comprehensive Teaching 
Guide shows how to get the most 
from manipulatives. Kit includes 
11 kinds of manipulatives plus 
convenient storage bucket.

103-2088  $389.99 

Rainbow Fraction Measuring Cups  

Transparent, colour-coded cups are an engaging and versatile 
instructional tool for measurements, volume, fractions and more. 9 
Cups from 1/12 to 1 cup; activity guide; storage container. Age 3+.

350-37186    $86.99 
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Hexagram Weights

Includes 20x 1g, 20x 5g, 10x 10g and 4x 20g, 
set of 54.

103-0750  $19.99

Pan Balance Jr.

Clear, calibrated, detachable buckets can hold up to 0.5 litre of 
liquids or solids. 52W x 25H cm (20½ x 10"). Grades PreK+.

103-0898    $28.99

Number Balance

What does it take to balance the scale? This T-shaped scale with 20 
weights visually demonstrates number relationships and operations 
such as addition, subtraction, and comparisons. Teacher's guide 
included. Grades Pre-K+.

080-1070    $41.99

Classroom Liquid Measurement Set

Deluxe set includes everything you need to teach liquid 
measurement and equivalencies in metric and imperial units. Set of 
17 includes 5 measuring jars, 3 liquid measurers, 5 measuring cups, 
and 6 measuring spoons.

103-0360    $59.99 

Student Thermometers - Set of 10

Easy-to-read thermometer shows both 
Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.Set of 10 
with 15 cm (6") plastic backings.

103-302   $25.99

Colour-Coded Spring Scale - Set of 6

Set features 250g/2.5N, 500g/5N, 1kg/10N, 2kg/20N, 3kg/30N and 
5kg/50N. Calibrated in both newtons and grams. Can be used with 
an inclined plane.

025-03960-6    $49.99
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B  Mini Sand Timers - Sets of 3

Timers are 1, 3 and 5 minutes. Measures 9 x 2.5cm (3½” x 1”).

540-92004      $10.99 

F  Time Timer®

An innovative and visual tool to demonstrate the concept of elapsed 
time. Visually shows a graphic depiction of the time remaining. Available 
in 3 sizes for use in a classroom, at a centre, or for an individual. Features 
an optional alarm to signal the end of the time segment.

655-0002 30cm (12")   $68.99 
655-0001 20cm (8")   $59.99
655-0004 8cm (3")    $52.99 

Time Timer Plus®

The new “Time Timer Plus” protects the signature red disk under a 
clear and durable lens.  Simple new controls ensure ease of use for 
all ages.  New features include volume control dial and protective 
glare-resistant lens, centre dial for setting the unit, new convenient 
size with a carry handle and advanced precision quarts movement 
(sold individually). 14 x 18cm (5½ x 7").

C  655-TTP 60 Minutes   $64.99
D  655-20 20 Minutes   $59.99

E  Jumbo Timer

Large clear digital display, times up or down in 1 second increments. 
Maximum time is 99 minutes and 59 seconds. Comes with integral 
stand and magnet mount. Measures 10 x 10.5 x 2cm (4" x 3" x ¾"). 
Size of display measures 7.5 x 5cm (3" x 2"). Requires 1 AAA battery 
(not included).

540-92077    $24.99 

A  Classroom Geared Clock Sets

Get the whole class involved with this set of 24, 10cm (4") geared 
clocks and 1, 34cm (13½") demonstration clock. Hidden gears 
maintain correct hour and minute relationships as time-telling 
concepts are demonstrated. 

103-2102 Geared Clock - set of 25   $114.99 
103-2202 Student Clocks - set of 6   $28.99

A

B

E

C D

F
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C  Large Geometric Shapes - Set of 10

Cone, sphere, hemisphere, cube, cylinder, rectangular prism, 
hexagonal prism, triangular prism, square pyramid and triangular 
pyramid. 8cm (3") dimension. 

103-0922    $39.99

E  Mini Geosolids - Set of 32

4 sizes of 8 plastic shapes: triangular prism, cube, 
cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, hexagonal prism, 
triangular pyramid and square pyramid. 1-4cm 
(½-1¾"). Teaching guide.  Grades K+.

103-0913   $28.99

D  Folding Geometric Shapes™- Set of 16

8 transparent shapes fit over 8 folding nets. 8Hcm (3"). Works with 
Mini Geosolids, too.

103-0921    $62.99 

B  View-Thru® Geometric Solids - Set of 11

Removable bases connect 2-D shapes to 3-D solids. Fill with liquid or 
dry-fill, and easy to clean. Includes large triangular pyramid, square 
pyramid, hemisphere, sphere, cone, pentagonal prism, small and 
large cube; rectangular prism, triangular prism and cylinder. 3 or 6cm 
(1¼ or 2½"). Activity Guide. Grades 3+.

103-4331    $36.99

B

C

E

D
Combine 

These Two 

Sets!

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Connetix

A  Geometry Pack - Set of 36

Discover a new world of shapes, 
design and STEAM learning. This pack 
introduces large equilateral triangles, 
right-angle triangles, quarter circles, 
pentagons, trapezoids, & rhombus. 

122-36     $109.99

A
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GeoMo

Develops imagination as well as abstract and logical thinking. 
Includes a wooden stand with 6 rows and 54 game pieces made 
of solid beech wood. 28L x 10W x 26H cm (11 x 4 x 10"). The game 
manual contains various design templates. Age 4+.

109-103580    $209.99

Student Aximo Mosaic Set

Aximo is a unique way to extend 
pattern play with creative expression. 
Patterning is critical foundational skill 
for coding. Excellent for whole class 
work, the snap-in pieces stay in place 
for easy storage and then return back 
to work. Set includes 5 plastic frames, 
approximately 1500 aximo rolls in 10 
assorted colours, 10 double-sided 
pattern cards and a pattern practice 
book. Frames measure 14 x 16cm (5½ x 6¼").

109-345S    $249.99

Large Aximo Frame Set

This solid hardwood frame is ideal for developing logical thinking, 
abstract reasoning, imagination, and manipulative skills. Comes with 
10 double-sided pattern cards and 150 jumbo amixo rolls in assorted 
colours (red, yellow, blue, green, orange, white, black and purple). 
Measures 39W x 10L x 42H cm (15 x 4 x 16½"). Age 2+. 

109-202349    $259.99 
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Transparent Geoboards

Ideal for  light panel 11 pin boards are 23cm (9") square. 5 Pin boards 
15cm (6"). Includes 20 elastic bands.

350-B8 11x11 Pin Geoboards   $7.99 
350-B6 5x5 Pin Geoboards  $5.99

Geoboards are particularly useful in developing conceptual understanding of 

area and perimeter. However, they can be used to explore mathematics from any of the curriculum strands. 
When students work together using geoboards, they have opportunities to improve communication skills, share 
ideas, and use mathematical vocabulary. Hands-on exploration of geometric concepts including shapes, symmetry, 
congruency, area and perimeter, co-ordinates and special relationships. Age 4+.

Large Double-Sided Geoboard

Isometric pin arrangement with 11x11 pin square on reverse. 27cm 
(10½").

025-11860 $9.99

Primary Shapes Template - Set of 5

Relational shapes help students make mental connections as they 
compare shapes. Provides relational examples in varying sizes 
and orientations. Lets students easily view their tracing lines after 
re-positioning the transparent template. Includes 5 durable labelled 
templates: Circle, triangle, rectangle, square and hexagon.

103-5440    $14.99

Geo Mirror

A translucent, reflective, and essential tool for developing 
understanding of symmetry, transformations, congruence and more. 
15 x 10cm (6 x 4").

025-48700-10 Set of 10  $79.99
025-48700 Each   $9.99
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Heliflex

Using an under/over motion to 
insert the pegs in the loops, students 
assemble these six-sided, flexible 
hexagonal shapes to create any flat 
pattern. The “building sheets” can 
also be curved and joined to made 
striking 3D shapes. Set of 1,250 pieces 
in 12 vibrant colours with building 
instructions, in a sturdy storage case. 
Age 5+.

339-16616   $99.99

Hold-Tight Pegs - Set of 100

These oversized stackable plastic pegs in 5 bright colours are perfect 
for little hands. A “shoulder” on the pegs gives a positive stop and 
helps children fit them snugly into the 100 Hole Hold-Tight Pegboard 
43 cm (17") square. (sold separately).

104-762 100 Pegs   $54.99 
104-875 100 Hole Pegboard    $29.99 

Pop Beads - 464 Pieces

Pop Beads can be used to make standard pattering rows or to 
reinforce colour recognition. Age 4+.

251-102   $57.99

Rainbow Pebbles Classroom Set

Pebbles come in 6 vibrant colours with 20 
activity cards. Pebbles 3-9 cm (1⅛-3½"). Age 3+.

349-13226 $189.99

Pegboard - Set of 5   

Set of 5 plastic baseboards and 1,000 pegs in 5 colours. 16 cm (6").

349-39470    $44.99 
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STEM | Patterning

Magic Mosaic Puzzles - Set of 6  

Stimulating, geometric puzzles in a large classroom format. Polished 
two tone wood isosceles triangles form endless patterns and 
pictures. Explore base geometric relationships and polygon shapes: 
square, rhombus, hexagons etc. Each set includes 6 lacquered wood 
frames 24 x 24cm (9½ x 9½"), 420 triangles 5 x 0.8cm (2 x ⅜"), and 
template sheets with 180 motifs. Age 3+.

109-102760 Black & White Puzzle   $299.99 
109-132100 Red and Yellow Puzzle  $299.99

Shadow Construction Set

Try and reconstruct the building using only the shadow outlines as a 
guide. The shadow pictures are the same scale as the actual building 
so that the architect can quickly check the general building progress. 
Includes 24 wooden building blocks, 18 shadow cards, 2 rails for 
holding the cards and a game manual. The Extension Set includes 20 
blocks with a variety of new shapes, such as cylinders or cones and 
20 new cards. Age 3+.

109-192959  Shadow Construction Set   $149.99 
109-102990  Shadow Construction Extension Set  $179.99 
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Mathematically modular: all 4 sizes share the same 
modular proportions for compatibility: the length of 
each is twice the width, which is twice the thickness.

Mini Hollow Blocks are modular 

with Unit Blocks and Hollow Blocks, 

so all sizes can be used together

Hollow Blocks

Mini Hollow Blocks 

Unit Blocks

Mini Unit Blocks 
Precisely crafted to within 0.2 mm (1/100 of an inch): 
consistent construction with gently rounded edges 
creates satisfying building of strong and stable structures.

Why Community Playthings Blocks

Life time warrantied hardwood; mortar and tenon 
joints on Hollow blocks for a lasting legacy of learning.
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Hollow Blocks by Community Playthings:

Building with large muscle exercise, easy-to grasp 
hollow blocks are a perfect way to introduce team work 
from kindergarten to junior students.

From life-size dramatic play settings to modeling 
landscapes, made with maple hardwood and mortar 
and tenon joints these hollow blocks can withstand 
substantial weight, knocks and drops.

077-B652 School Set - 88 Blocks (shown below)  $6,429.00 
077-B651 Half School - 44 Blocks   $3,339.00 
077-B552 Preschool Set - 52 Blocks   $3,949.00 
077-B551 Half Preschool - 26 Blocks   $2,029.00 
077-B501 Introductory Set - 17 Blocks   $1,329.00 

Hollow and 
Unit Blocks

Community Playthings Mini Hollow Blocks

077-B410 38 Blocks - 4 Shapes (shown)   $1,929.00 
077-B405 19 Blocks - 4 Shapes   $999.99 

Hollow Block Storage Cart

Holds Hollow Block set up 
to 52 pieces.

077-A451  1,269.00
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077-G464  School Set Unit Blocks - 772 Blocks  $5,639.00 
077-G462 Half School Set - 386 Blocks (shown)  $2,969.00 
077-G461 Classroom Set - 193 Blocks   $1,539.00 
077-F153  Introductory Set - 97 Blocks with cart  $1,069.00 
077-F151  Introductory Set - 97 Blocks   $739.99 
077-G475 Supplementary Set - 59 Blocks   $629.99 

Community Playthings Mini Unit Blocks

Ideal for school-age desktop learning. Mini unit 
blocks are precisely half the size of the regular 
CP unit blocks. 17 shapes in each set.

077-G482 182 Blocks  $799.99 
077-G481 91 Blocks  $429.99

Unit Blocks by Community Playthings 

Precisely engineered from durable maple hardwood 
for solid and level builds. That precision and modular 
proportion makes a cart of unit blocks virtually age-
neutral.

• Kindergarten students will create intricate 
explorations of volume, spatial sense.

• Mini unit blocks are ideal for supporting 
desk work in early grades in geometry, 
ratios and math operations.

• Older grades can plan and execute 
complex builds activating strategic 
thinking in three dimensions.

Unit Block Cart 

Cart holds Introductory Set of Unit 97 Blocks.

077-A60   $429.99
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Keva Maple Planks

No glue or connectors required. Simply stack the precision maple 
planks to create ornate buildings, monuments, and geometric forms. It 
is the ideal activity to help kids gain an understanding of balance and 
proportion, as well as an interest in architecture, building and design. 
The 1000-plank set includes 20 Keva balls, a guide book and a wooden 
bin (approx. 43cm/17" cubed) with wheels and rope handles. 400 and 
200 plank set include 2 balls each in box. Age 5+.

372-63015  Set of 1000   $1,099.00 
372-58078  Set of 400    $349.99 
372-58077  Set of 200    $199.99 

Keva Contraptions - Set of 200

Young thinkers can build unbelievable ball track structures with this 
simple stacking plank system. Create ramps, funnels, chutes, and 
crazy contraptions! Includes 200 planks and 2 balls. Age 7+.

372-44156  Keva Contraptions   $109.99 

Keva

Why A School Block Cart?

• A rich block collection is as engaging to older 
students as it is to kindergarteners.

• From library, to after school programs, from grade 8 
math to kindergarten open ended discovery.

• For discovering geometry and building spatial 
reasoning; exploring, shapes, volume, and 
engineering; and engaging creative expression – 
blocks add Arts for STEAM teaching.

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Blocks

Uses No Glue, 
No Connectors! 

Just Simple 
Stacking of 

Planks!
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Ozobot Evo Classroom Kit

Includes 12 Ozobot Evos, 12 clear DIY skins, 2 multi-port chargers, 12 
sets of colour code markers, 12 Ozocode sheets, Educator’s Guide, 
drawing tips sheet, OzoBlockly Getting Started guide, calibration tips 
sheet, 6 calibration dot template sheets, Ozobot Driver’s Ed Activity 
with foam cylinders, log sheet, 20 certificates, Ozobots storage box 
and classroom kit storage bin. Age 8+.

339-98228    $3,169.00

Ozobot Evo Educator Entry Kit    

Welcome young minds to coding – no 
experience necessary! Teach basic CS 
skills, critical thinking and debugging! 
Work online with Izobot, Blockly or 
screen free with Color Code markers. 
1 Evo robot, charging cable, 4 color 
code markers, 1 zip case, get started 
activity guide & access to over 500 free 
lessons.

339-2498558   $269.99

KUBO - Coding Starter Set

Ideal screen-free starting point for coding beginners. Teach 
functions, subroutines and loops in simple, logical steps. Includes 1 
activity map size 48 x 48 cm (19"), 1 KUBO robot, 1 micro USB cable 
to charge the robot, and 46 TagTiles. Age 4+.

339-2146850    $499.99 

FIND more on Louisekool.com

KUBO
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Sketch Kit

Add drawing and writing – geometric shapes, patterns, words, – to 
Dash or Cue robots. Engage creativity and spatial reasoning, the kit 
includes 1 marker harness, 6 custom dry-erase markers (red, blue, 
green, orange, purple, black) and 6 project cards with grids.

339-35749 Kit   $64.99 
339-39618 Marker Refill   $23.99 

Dash

Award-winning Dash is a storyteller robot that can react, explore, 
play music, draw and more. The library of age appropriate in-app 
challenges guides kids of all experiences. 3 proximity sensors, dual 
powered wheels, gyroscopes, accelerometer, 3 microphones and 
speakers. Fully charged and ready go. Includes 1 USB cable. Tablet 
notincluded. Age 5+.

339-89654    $274.99 

Dash & Dot Launcher

 A projectile-launching machine for Dash & Dot explores the physics 
of flight and the power of the lever. Includes 3 projectiles and 6 
stacking targets for LEGO®-compatible bricks. (Dash not included).

339-89704 $46.99

Designed for learning, engineered for fun. With Dash and Dot, students watch their virtual 
coding turn into tangible learning experiences in real time. Fast and easy connection to Apple iOS and Android 
mobile devices, thoughtful design and approachable personality make Dash the perfect companion for both boys 
and girls, right out of the box -- no assembly (or experience!) necessary. Age 5+.

Dash 
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Cleaver Constructors Pack

Specific for Early Years learners: 78 Cubelets (6 Brighness, 12 Distance, 
6 Knob, 6 Battery, 6 Inverse, 6 Passive, 6 Threshold, 6 Bar Graph, 6 
Flashlight, 12 Drive, 6 Rotate), 12 Brick Adapters, 1 durable storage tub, 1 
multi-battery chargeer, and 5 Micro-USB Charging cables.

339-2149490    $4,199.00 

Intrepid Inventors Pack

Ultra-conservative pack: 156 Cubelets (12 Brightness, 12 Distance, 12 
Knob, 6 Temperature, 12 Battery, 12 Blocker, 12 Inverse, 12 Passive, 
6 Maximum, 6 Minimum, 6 Threshold, 6 Bar Graph, 12 Flashlight, 
12 Drive, 6 Speaker, 12 Rotate), 48 Brick Adapters, 2 durable storage 
tubs, 2 multi-battery chargers, and 10 Micro-USB charging cables. 

339-2149508    $8,349.00 

Motivated Makers Pack

Features 52 Cubelets (6 Brightness, 6 Distance, 4 Knob, 6 Battery, 6 
Inverse, 6 Passive, 6 Flashlight, 6 Drive, 6 Rotate), 24 Brick Adapters, 
1 durable storage tub, 1 Multi-Battery charger, and 5 Micro-USA 
charging cable.

339-2149482    $3,199.00 

Cubelets are little bundles of software inside little 

bundles of hardware. As students build a robot, they 
learn to build a program – introducing big ideas through 
tactile play. From Pre-K to university, the unique, 
easy-to-learn design, starts with screen-free coding 
but supports drag and drop visual programming, too. 
Bluetooth Hat pairs creations with the free app (iOS, 
Android) to remote control robots or change behavior 
with Personality Swap. Age 5+.
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Cubelets Boundless Builder Pack

For inspired invention and lots of building options: 19 Sense, Think, 
and Act Cubelets: 1 each of battery, bar graph, blocker, brightness, 
flashlight, inverse, knob, maximum, minimum, passive, speaker, 
temperature, and threshold; 2 each of distance, drive, and rotate; plus 
4 LEGO® adapters, a charging cable and a storage tub. 

339-2149474    $1,389.00 

By grouping sets of functions on specific cubes – sensors, motors, 
thinking – and with their unique robust, magnetic design, Cubelets 
are surprisingly easy to get started with but are limited only by your 
students’ imagination.

Cubelets

Cubelet Battery 2.0

2 rechargeable batteries, deliver 30% more 
power and easily recharge via Micro USB. 

339-88623  $74.99
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Edison V2.0 Robot

An ultra-sturdy, programmable robot with more built-in sensors 
than any robot in its class. Responds to light, sound, and TV/DVD 
remote controls; follows lines; avoid obstacles and connects with 
other Edison robots. You can even customize with Lego® bricks! 
Levelled learning with different programming languages: get started 
with simple barcode programming, progressing from drag-and-drop 
graphic based EdBlocks, to hybrid EdWare, and on to Python-based 
EdPy. EdPack 1 includes 1 robot and 1 programming cable. EdPack 
10 includes 10 robots and 10 programming cables. Age 6+.

339-73643 EdPack 10   $598.99 
339-73635 EdPack 1   $65.99 

Rugged Robot

The first programmable robot designed for outdoor use! Created 
for robust challenges, coded instructions for the Rugged Robot are 
created on a tablet with a free app (iOS or Android) or on the TacTile 
Code Reader 525-00147 (see website) -- then sent via Bluetooth. 
Works with Rugged Robot mats indoor or outdoors, with a memory 
of up to 256 steps. Three speeds. Obstacle sensor that can trigger 
reverse and/or rotate 45 degrees before carrying out the rest of the 
program. Also sold as a kit with Rugged Robot activity Book and 4 
mats (525-10000S).

525-10000    $399.99

Wireless Thymio Robot

With sophisticated proximity, sound, light and even temperature 
sensors and SD card slot, Thymio is both a robot and data collector. 
Thymio explores out of the box in one of 6 pre-programmed 
behaviours: friendly (green). fearful (red), explorer (yellow) plus three 
more. Follow a line, pull a load, draw a picture or program wirelessly 
with the free app. With Thymio it’s easy to increase challenges and 
grow with your students’ imagination and creativity. Age 6+.

339-98236    $333.99 

Edison Robot EdCreate Kit

Adds interactive engineering, and programming projects 
(EdChallenges) to the Edison robot (not included). Complete 5 
EdBuild projects: tank, digger, robo-claw, crane and printer. Levelled 
activities increase challenge from barcodes to the Python based 
EdPy language. Accepts any LEGO® compatible bricks. Includes: 115 
building blocks, pegs, gears, and more; EdCreate Challenges and 
Teacher's Guide. Age 8+.

339-76695    $35.99 

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Rugged
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Sentiero

A pentomino strategy game in 3D! Build a path from one end to the 
other, or block your opponent – a simple concept, for endless fun. 
Wooden pieces 72 at 2.5L cm (1"), dice (2), box 
and game board 22 x 22cm (8⅝ x 8⅝"). 2-4 
players. Age 6+.

109-103917  $312.99 

SkyHigh

Team puzzle game practices orientation and cardinal directions with 
fascinating 3D builds. Creative problem solving engages engineering 
and other STEM skills. Wood board 18.5cm(7¼), blocks (24) and 
double sided cards (24); plus a compass. For 1-4 players. Age 7+.

109-103725    $299.99

Schakamata

Strategize getting your blocks 
across the board: tip towers, cross 
paths and block opponents. 2-4 
players start on opposite sides. 
28 x 28cm (11 x 11”). 30 blocks, 3 
tiles, and dice. Age 6+.

109-103742  $299.99 

Problem solving and working towards a goal while 
following directions in defined parameters are all 
foundational skills for learning to code.

These unique games from Germany engage creative 
strategic thinking while working in three dimensional 
space. The open-ended, literacy-free nature of the sets 
activate imaginations – your students will likely create 
their own rules for game play. 

Dusyma
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Above The Earth - Under The Earth

This game explores technology and the environment, on the surface 
and below. 30 two-sided wood panels of plants in a lacquered 
hardwood case with an acrylic glass lid. 3 kinds of suggested game 
play with levelled difficulty. Panels 5 x 5 x 0.6cm (2 x 2 x ¼"). 2-6 
players. Age 4+.

109-102373    $214.99 

See-Through Cell Builder

Learn to identify the parts of an animal and plant cell by arranging 
the brightly printed organelle sheets, layer by layer, in a clear tray, 
to build a complete cell. Can also be used on a light table or panel. 
Works great for individual and group learning projects. Includes 9 
clear overlays 13 x 16.5 cm (5 x 6.5") and one transparent tray. Age 8+.

139-59280 Animal  $19.99 
139-59281 Plant  $19.99 

Healthy Eating Mailbox Game

The front of each card has a real life photo of a piece of food and the 
reverse side is coloured to match the mail box with the correct food 
group. Comes with 46 double-sided cards 5 x 3.5cm (2 x 1⅜"), 5 post 
boxes, teacher & Eatwell Guide. Age 6+.

520-EA79    $116.99 
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In a creative arts atelier inspired 
by a Reggio Emilia or other student 
directed strategies, instruction is 
process focused. With open ended invitations, rather 
than step-by-step instructions, students discover the elements of 
design and artistic expression using quality creative materials like 
paints, papers, chalk, pencils etc. Displayed are easily accessible 
totes that make it easier for students to stay organized and tidy. The 
trapezoidal tables are height adjustable to adapt to students with a 
mobility device such as a wheelchair or walker, allowing accessible 
creativity for all!
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Community Playthings Creative Unit

Organized storage of art supplies in a spacious, convenient unit. 
Roomscapes compatible! Ships Assembled. Mobile. 

077-H573  with baskets   $2,189.00 
077-H573-1  with clear totes   $2,189.00

Community Playthings Supply Unit

Complete art centre includes craft counter top with a paper storage 
corner, tool storage corner with 5 cups and 5 scissor holes, and 8 
neutral totes. Mobile. 124W x 37D x 102H cm (48¾ x 14½ x 40").

077-H578 with baskets   $2,929.00 
077-H578-1 with clear totes   $2,929.00

Community Playthings Drying Rack

Drying rack features 10 wire racks, plus slots for 10 more (sold 
separately). UV coated, strong steel wire racks, conveniently extend 
past the solid wood frame. The open back quickens drying times while 
the drip tray is removable for easy cleaning. Hidden flip down castors 
for secure mobility. 71W x 51D x 111H cm (28 x 20 x 43½").

077-H560 Drying Rack  $1,529.00 
077-H562 10 Extra Wire Racks  $599.99

Community Playthings Help Yourself Art Trolley

Station on wheels. Features 7 small totes and 8 green cups to 
hold brushes, etc., along the top of the cart, 3 shallow totes 
and 6 deep totes/baskets in the main storage of one side and 5 
medium totes for the other, along with a dowel for ribbon, plenty 
of paper slots, and sturdy castors to move it easily. Mobile.                                                
93W x 51D x 81H cm (36¾ x20 x 32").

077-H558   $1,649.00

ROOMSCAPES 

compatible
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Community Playthings Mini Art Island

This Art Island simply adds a mini storage unit to the Floor Easel, 
raising the work surface. Includes 6 magnets. Mobile. 71W x 64D x 
119H cm (28 x 25 x 47"). Totes not included. Ages 2-5.

077-H500    $1,599.00

Flat Brushes - Series 855

Flat brushes with hog bristles. Ideal for gouache 
and handcrafts. 160mm handle, aluminium ferrule.

339-269 12mm $0.99 
339-270 20mm $0.99

Round Synthetic Brushes

Round brushes with synthetic bristles. Ideal for all 
waterbased mediums like watercolour, tempera and 
acrylic. 145mm handle, gold aluminium ferrule.

339-271 6L x 1.8D mm $0.99
339-272 10L x 2.4D mm $1.99
339-273 12L x 3D mm $1.99
339-274 17L / 4D mm $1.99
339-275 19L x 4.9D mm $1.99
339-276 22L x 6D mm $3.99
339-277 26L x 6.5D mm $3.99

B&B Elementary School Brush Set

Set of 30 brushes with carrying tubes. Includes 10x flat hog-bristle 
brushes, 5x flat brushes, 5x flat brushes, 5x round brushes, 5x round 
brushes and 3x carrying tubes.

339-268   $75.99

Community Playthings Multi-Purpose Easel

Use this pair of magnetic whiteboards as a paint easel, magnetic/
dry-erase board and big book holder. Hold paper on the easel at a 
convenient height with extra-strong magnets (includes 6). Adjustable 
height settings up to 165cm (64”). 61 x 91cm (24 x 36”).

077-H820    $1,089.00 

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Brushes

https://bb.ca/fr/recherche/1428663/
null
https://bb.ca/fr/recherche/1421874/
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Paint Racers - Set of 6

Unique and engaging paint rollers. Includes 6 cars in various vibrant 
colours and 24 tires that create interesting effects once dipped in 
paint and rolled on paper. Clever handle design is perfect for adaptive 
art. Made from recycled plastic. 5.75 x 10 cm (2.25 x 4"). Age 3+.

139-54476     $43.99 

Corello+ Sculpt-Art Papier-Mache

Mixes with water to become a malleable paste. Can be applied to all 
surfaces. Very hard once dry. Can be painted.

339-1370154  454 g  $12.99
339-1370162  2.23 kg  $39.99

Corello+ Art Paste - 56g

Colourless, non-toxic and washable 
art paste for paper mache and other 
art projects. A 56g container produces 
approximatively 3L of glue. Store in an 
airtight plastic container.

339-1130004   $8.99 

B&B Acrylic Set Tubes

Permanent and non-toxic. Can be used like regular tempera, since 
all the colours can be mixed together and diluted with water. Its 
constant thickness makes it suitable for silk-screen printing without 
the use of a thickener. Available in sets of 5 or 10; 118 mL tubes. Set 
of 5 includes yellow, bright red, blue, white and black. Set of 10 are 
assorted colours. Non toxic.

339-250 Set of 5 Assorted   $26.99 
339-248 Set of 10 Assorted   $46.99 

Miracolor Tempera - Set of 5 - 2L Containers

Exceptionally vivid, ready-to-use colours. Non-toxic. Good hiding 
power. Easy to use in school settings. Its three primary colours have 
been formulated to offer the largest range of mixing possibilities. 
Set of 5; 2L containers include cyan blue, magenta, primary yellow, 
black, and white. Non toxic.

339-205    $269.99

Crackling Medium

Easy-to-use medium for a crackled finish. Clean 
with water. 118 mL bottle.

339-251   $8.99 

Art Apron

Washable nylon apron features sleeves 
with elastics at the wrists. Easy to put on, 
slip on the sleeves and join the Velcro 
pieces in the back.

339-323 $8.99

FIND more on Louisekool.com

Paint
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Crayola® Colours of the World Coloured Pencils - Set of 240  

Solid pencil, rich colours reflecting skin tones from around the world. 
Includes 24 shades from Deepest Almond to Medium Golden to Light 
Rose. Includes 8 pencil sharpeners. Age 5+.

065-682023    $99.99 

Rotating Plate  

A useful classroom tool making material reachable across a table 
or floor. Supports with turn taking and sharing. Made of natural 
plywood on a sturdy metal rotating base. Ships assembled. Measures 
19.7D cm (7.8”).

144-846129    $109.99 

Corello+ Plant-Based Modeling Clay

Soft and easy to work with vegetable-based modeling clay. Ideal for 
children of all ages. Heat resistant, gluten free, does not dry in open 
air, and is perfect for molds and cutters. Made from corn. Available 
as individual packs of 350g or as a classroom pack (12 colours 200g 
each).

339-1370147 Classroom Pack  $29.99 

Individual Packs of 350g

339-001 Yellow  $4.99 
339-002 Red  $4.99 
339-003 Blue  $4.99 
339-012 Light Blue  $4.99 
339-004 Green  $4.99 
339-008 Light Green  $4.99 
339-005 Black  $4.99 
339-006 Brown  $4.99 
339-007 White  $4.99 
339-009 Pink  $4.99 
339-010 Orange  $4.99 
339-014 Purple  $4.99 

 Lyra Ergonomic Grip 

Coloured Pencils

Class set of 144 ergonomic 
grip triangular pencils (12 
pencils each of the 12 assorted 
colours). Non-slip staggered 
grooves for the thumb, index 
and middle fingers for an 
optimal proper grip even 
after sharpening. Ultra-sturdy 
3.3mm lead. In a wooden box.

339-530  $76.99 

Chalk Pastels - Set of 144

Moulded pastels made of the best quality of pigments and plaster. 
Vivid and brilliant colours. Certified non-toxic. Keep away from 
moisture. Classpack includes 24 vibrant colours (6 of each). Age 3+.

339-537    $99.99 
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Career Books - Set of 8  

Easy to read captions and color photographs of men and women 
from different cultures and professions.  Helps students understand 
and appreciate the contributions of working adults in different 
occupations. Age 3+.

350-71668   $99.99 

Alphabet and Number Chalkboard Puzzle - Set of 3

Versatile resource for letters and numbers. Neutral colours improves 
focus with vowels in white. Tracers support fine motor development. 
40L x 30W cm (16 x 12”). Includes Alphabets - Lower & Uppercase and 
Number Puzzle.

179-2323S    $79.99

Letter and Number Beads

Large and easy to string. Perfect for little hands to manipulate and 
sort. Great for teaching counting and spelling. Can also be used for 
art projects. Includes a teacher guide. Ages 4+.

139-2185 Math - Set of 264   $39.99 
139-2184 Uppercase - Set of 288   $39.99 
139-2186 Lowercase - Set of 288   $39.99 
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New to our 2024 catalogue.

Apart from a few identified 
exceptions, our furniture arrives 
assembled.  Saving time and 
ensuring durable build quality.

From tables to outdoor 
blocks, many of our products 
we warranty for life. See our 
website for details. 



Service that makes a difference

Implementation Support

The vast majority of our furniture ships assembled. We can also 
mark boxes for not just a specific location but where in that location 
the items are intended – e.g. sleep area, active play, et cetera. This 
means a lot less work for your staff laying out and assembling their 
room.

Shipping

Louise Kool does not drop ship.

That means we can inspect goods when they arrive in our 
warehouse and confirm they are ready for your centre.

With drop shipping, your final destination could get phone calls  
from a customs broker looking for information or payment of  
additional fees. It means we can clear customs and track shipping 
progress for complete reliability and transparency and no extra  
work for you.

Delivery When You Need It

You don’t want to get your chairs two weeks after your centre  
opens. Or a week before your new floor is put in. We warehouse  
your goods to deliver your order, at a specific time that makes  
sense for you. So you can set up without waiting for multiple 
deliveries, from multiple sources.

Everything arrives ready to go from Louise Kool when you need it.

In over half-century of serving Canadians we’ve built a 
reputation for quality furnishings and materials that enhance 
early childhood education and care. With the expertise to 
help you realize an inspired learning environment. A stocked 
warehouse, broad selection and pre-assembly means reliable 
delivery for your centre or school before opening day or on any 
day. In fact, we guarantee it.

Louise Kool & Galt (LKG) has been enhancing learning  
environments with high quality furnishings and materials across 
Canada since 1963.

We have grown to carry the most complete selection of quality 
goods for early learning available in Canada.

LKG’s expert team has unmatched experience supporting 
Canadian early years care and education:

• Hundreds of new child care centre openings and expansions 
from coast, to coast, to coast

• Nova Scotia’s, province wide, pre-primary classroom roll-out.

• Junior Kindergarten implementation

• Ontario Early Years Centre’s

• Best Start projects

• Supplying for Aboriginal Head Start on Reserve (AHSOR) 
programs including to remote fly-in communities

• Ontario Full Day Kindergarten implementation

Other key facts about LKG:

A 38,000 sq ft. warehouse that stocks product for quick  
turnaround.

LKG has the largest showroom of furniture and materials for early 
learning in Canada.

Louise Kool & Galt’s History and Details

Proven 
Expertise, 
Quality Goods, 
Guaranteed 
Service
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Interlocking knobs connect blocks, planks, ramps and flow pans, 
inspiring cooperative, physically active, STEM learning.  Sturdy 

enough for walking on, all Outlast products are backed by a lifetime 
warranty to withstand all the extremes of Canadian weather. Made of 

toxin free acetylated wood whose only manufacturing byproducts are 
vinegar and water, Outlast won’t rot, warp or split.

PLAY STRUCTURES THAT 

NEVER GET TIRED

Visit www.louisekool.com 
All of our products!


